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A. The variables are inherited from the step environment, project environment, and 
server environment in order. 
B. Only project level variables are inherited but will be superseded by local step 
variables. 
C. Project level environment variables are only inherited in the context of project 
libraries.  
D. The variables are inherited from the server environment, project environment, and 
step environment in order. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 52 

How are log filters primarily used? 


A. to improve database performance by reducing the amount of logged data 
B. to determine step result status 
C. to reduce the volume and verbosity of logged data 
D. to determine which data is added to the Bill of Materials 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 53 

Which statement is true about the .push and .pop commands? 


A. They provide a mechanism to copy files from one server resource to another. 
B. They are used to store information in and retrieve it from registers. 
C. They are the recommended means to pass a project name to .runwait. 
D. They are used with the -p switch to push data onto the persistent stack. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 54 

Which adaptor type supports continuous integration?
 

A. source 
B. continuous 
C. agile 
D. package 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 55 

What can be used to start jobs? (Select two.) 


A. the scheduler 
B. the Quick Start button 
C. the command line interface 
D. the Jobs panel 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 56 

What must you do to run another project from inside a step? 


A. call the project using the .include dot command 
B. add the project name to the step Launch property 
C. call the project by pushing the project name onto the local calling register 
D. set the project name in the step Inline property 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 

How do Build Forge Eclipse IDE plug-ins enable Pre-Flight builds?
 

A. through configuration of the Eclipse Build Forge Perspective 
B. through configuration of the Eclipse Build Forge Project Artifacts properties 
C. by configuring Eclipse to use Dynamic Views for integration builds 
D. through build status reporting via the Eclipse Build Forge Frequency Plug-In 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 58 
Which statement is true about installing Build Forge and a back-end database in a 
VMware environment? 

A. It should be done on separate VMware hosts. 
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B. Is not supported. 
C. It requires use of a raw drive device in VMware. 
D. It requires use of ESX server to support eight or more processors. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 59 

Which UNIX emulation shell on Windows does Build Forge support?
 

A. WineHQ 
B. Reflection-X 
C. Cygwin 
D. Citrix Linux Emulator (CLE) 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 60 

Which components comprise the Build Forge core?
 

A. the Build Forge console user interface, the Build Forge engine and the Build Forge 
service interface 
B. the Build Forge engine, the Build Forge service interface, and the agents 
C. the Build Forge console user interface, the Build Forge engine and the Build Forge 
IDE interface 
D. the Build Forge web client, the Build Forge console user interface, and the database 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 61 
A functioning server fails to authenticate for a newly created server auth and the user 
and password combination is valid on the target host. What should be done to resolve 
this? 

A. open a trouble ticket with IT support 
B. reinstall the Build Forge agent on the target host 
C. reboot the Build Forge Console host 
D. verify that the appropriate domain is included with the user ID 

Answer: D 
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